CPI Meeting Agenda
January 17, 2024 (11:30 a.m. – 1:15 p.m.)
NOTE – MSC – Bethancourt, rooms A&B with Zoom Option

Meeting moderated by: Dr. Jessica Bernard, 2023-2024 CPI Chair

(11:30-11:35) Opening Remarks & Welcome – Dr. Jessica Bernard

GREAT Program Update – Dr. Fuhui Tong, Interim Associate Provost & Dean, Texas A&M Graduate & Professional School

CIRTL Teaching Program & Impacts for Research – Dr. Julie Harlin, Associate Dean, Texas A&M Graduate & Professional School and Dr. Radhika Viruru, Clinical Professor, Teaching, Learning and Culture, Texas A&M University

Strategic Initiatives Workshops Outcomes & Updates – Dr. Henry Fadamiro, Associate Vice President for Strategic Initiatives, Division of Research

Other Business – Dr. Jessica Bernard
➢ Next CPI General Meeting – February 14, 2024

(1:15) Adjourn

Attachments: January CPI Newsletter

2023-2024 CPI roster: Chair — Jessica Bernard, CAS • Vice-Chair — Robin Page, Nursing • Past Chair — Debjyoti Banerjee, ENG • AgriLife Extension — Tim Hartmann, Jamie Rae Walker • AgriLife Research — Katie Lewis, Anil Somenahally, Qingwu Xue • Architecture — Michelle Meyer • Arts & Sciences — Lane Baker, Heath Blackmon, Rebecca Brooker, Ryan Ewing, Jessica Fitzsimmons, Jean-Luc Guermon, Wenshe Liu, Annmarie MacNamara, Daniel Thornton • BUSH — Laura Dague • COALS — Giri Athrey, Rodolfo Cardoso, Paul Straight, Aaron Tarone, Sarah White-Springer, Guoyao Wu • Dentistry — Huazhong • Education — Paul Hernandez, Rafael Lara-Alecio • Engineering — Daniel Alge, Jorge Alvarado, Raymundo Arroyave, Theodora Chaspari, Suman Chakravorty, Tracy Hammond, Daniel Jiménez, Xingmao ‘Samuel’ Ma • Law — Felix Mormann • Mays — Katy Lane • Medicine — Helene Andrews-Polyemenis, Shannon Glaser, Carl Gregory • Pharmacy — Jayshree Mishra • Public Health — Gang Han • TAMU at Galveston — Irfan Khan • TAMU at Qatar — Nimir Elbashir • TEES — Keith Biggers, Nathan Tichenor • TTI — Edith Arámbula Mercado, Brianne Glover, James Kovar • University Libraries — Laura Sare • Veterinary Medicine — Joe Arosh, Candice Brinkmeyer-Langford, Dana Gaddy • Visualization & Fine Arts — Courtney Starrett

The CPI is sponsored annually through funding from Texas A&M University, Texas A&M AgriLife, Texas A&M Engineering Experiment Station, and the Texas A&M Transportation Institute